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Our theme “Chaplains and Religious Communities” is broad and
multidimensional, so let me set some framework for my brief
introduction to the topic. And please, excuse me if you find some of the
issues I have aroused here a little provocative. Good for discussion I
hope!

Today I will focus not on formal definitions like who are chaplains and
what they do (or don't do) or on numerous theoretical models how to
define religious communities. Although the more I live in this world
and work as hospital chaplain the more I find myself struggling with
the answers – mine as well as others'.
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I guess there are questions which never ceases to be asked like the one
that Zen Buddhist pupil asked his master – What is the Way? Like the
followers asked Jesus again and again – What is the kingdom of God?
Like many people including the pastors of my Church ask me again and
again – What is chaplain?
No matter how often and thoroughly I try to explain, not rarely I fail to
remember that the answer sometimes hides in the question and that the
one who asks sometimes needs not my answer but needs to be given
free space to find, to live and to articulate his or her own answer.

Nevertheless there are times when people want to get more or less
comprehensive answers and of course they are given them again and
again. I think we can agree that these answers will probably never reach
the absolute clarity and reason at least for people who love clarity and
reason in everything. Also these answers could never be taken for
granted either “outside” religious communities or “inside”.
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Yet – I keep constantly asked as well as asking myself – who am I as
chaplain and what is my meaning/role/function/place/etc. either in
health care and in my religious community?
As health care chaplains we are used to this type of questions in our
working settings, yet the questions of chaplain's identity are asked for
and challenged in his or her religious community as well.
Isn't it the same question as – who am I as human and what
meaning/role/function/place/etc. I have in this world?
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Having all this in mind I would like you to focus on probing beyond
formal or self evident answers and here I would like to propose several
somewhat more or less simple questions in the context of our theme.
I have grouped these questions in two parts:
1) Issues around chaplains and the place in their religious community.
2) Issues around the tension in the discourse about spirituality and/or/vs
religiosity – including not only those countries where chaplains do not
necessarily belong to a religious community (at least in traditional
sense).
Each of these two groups of issues present a range of questions with
which chaplains encounter and often struggle in many countries of
Europe and I believe beyond.
Why are these questions important? Because the issues around them
directly influence developments of health care chaplaincies in their
countries and the place, the voice religious communities have in society
and consequently the very basic day to day life of each chaplain.
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Now let me start with the first group:

I. Issues around chaplains and the place in their religious
community.

The following questions arise as I have seen and heard not only in
Latvia but in other European countries and beyond. These questions
seem to be simple and basic like beginner's in pastoral care nevertheless
these questions do not stop (and why should they?) after many months
of clinical training experiences and even after many years in
chaplaincy.
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What is the place chaplains have in their religious community?
Formally?

Relationally?
Emotionally?
Can you find yourself in this picture?
Is this place central?
Marginal?
No special place?

Clear?
Not clear?
Why?
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Looking from above?
Falling apart?
Working hard?

Playing around?
Tired?
Exploring?
Caring?
Grieving?
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How does it feel to be there?

How do you feel being in your religious community?
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Of course I am not speaking only about feelings here.
Also what ecclesiastical/ denominational role and functions chaplains
have in their religious communities?
For example, should they be ordained or lay, paid or voluntary, certified
or not, etc.? Are all these possibilities open? If not – why?

Is ordination perceived as limitation in the light of religious/faith/world
view plurality in hospital/society and how ordained chaplains feel their
role changing?
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In countries and/or religious communities where women are not
ordained nevertheless are endorsed and certified as chaplains along
with lay men, several religious communities struggle with theological
and cultural issues and of course this struggle is seen and keenly
watched by society.
Very often lay chaplains find themselves under enormous pressure –
theological, psychological and spiritual – without much needed support
in their needs which sometimes are different from that of parish
ministers' and even ordained chaplains' needs.
That does not mean that ordained ministers who serve as chaplains are
always very well equipped and supported, they have their special issues
as well, for example, not rarely they find themselves alone in their
experiences, stretching the boundaries of psychological, spiritual and/or
theological realms familiar in their religious communities. They could
as well have less formal support from their Church if health care is the
single area of their ministry.
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Next bunch of issues arise considering not only what religious
community can and want to give to chaplain who belong to them but
also whether and what kind of feedback religious community
receives from chaplain?
How we as chaplains work with the religious communities around us
by way of referrals, parish programs for continued care after
hospitalization in the light of changing health care we heard of in the
previous session?
How we help our religious community heighten the sensitivity and
awareness to people who constantly fall through the social security
nets of our society and even through those care nets provided by
religious communities? How we heighten the awareness of our
religious community of the need for more conscious and responsible
living?
Even more - being the one who is living and ministering in the shadow
of illness, suffering and death, in what ways is chaplain engaged in
formation and spiritual guidance of his/her religious community?
What difference if any his or her vocation, ministry and experience
makes in the spiritual growth of his religious community and society
in general? And how is this articulated?
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Let us look on the other group of questions:
II. Issues around the tension in the discourse about spirituality
and/or/vs religiosity

Is it possible to see this discourse not as a discourse of “hidden
competition with implied narratives of loss of (Church) power”*?
Can we agree that “the notion “world view diversity” is a normal
condition rather than an extraordinary one”*?

Recently I read about interesting research* where people were invited
from diverse religious and non-religious affiliations to tell stories about
their lives and they were asked explicitly “religious”things as well as
about any experiences they would call spiritual.
The results of this research show that religious institutions do give
shape to discourse about spirituality. “The category “spiritual”and the
“religious”are by no means separate, no matter how pervasive the
“spiritual-not-ŗeligious” rhetoric may be.”* What the researches found
was that spiritual experiences are institutionally shaped.

“What all participants – religious and non-religious had in common in
their talk about spirituality was a sense that the spirit has reasons of its
own, that there are forces at work we cannot measure and explain.”*
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The discourse about spirituality and/or/vs/including/excluding/etc.
religiosity is very well known since ancient times and nowadays
chaplaincy have used this discourse very intensively advocating for
more holistic view of human being and care and trying to find it's place
in modern health care.
Yet – traditional religious communities having dared to make steps
outside familiar and known borders of their temple have encountered
highly rational world view giving them a good lesson in academic
reasoning and at the same time showing very clearly that there are
human needs that they have failed to meet.
What are these needs?
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In several countries there are chaplains who claim that they can meet
those unmet needs and these care givers do not necessarily belong to a
religious or even faith community. It is said that they believe in nature,
natural causes and consequences and science. They believe they can
support a fellow human being in search for meaning, values, questions
of moral and ethics. They believe in spirituality without religiosity and
make use of the spiritual-not-religious rhetoric very well.
Notions “religious community” and “chaplain” itself as part of this
community traditionally makes us assume that we speak about faith
community.
“Much of theorizing about religion has taken “meaning making” as a
starting point. It has been made clear that not all meanings are
spiritual but a life of meaning and meaningful cosmos are often
connected.”*
What is faith? “...being sure of what we hope for and certain of what
we do not see” (NIV, Hebr 11:1) And my question is – Is it possible to
have faith without hope and to be sure only about what we see?
*Quotations from Nancy T. Ammerman The Challenges of Pluralism: Locating
Religion in a World of Diversity, Social Compass, June 2010; vol. 57, 2: pp. 154167.
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